SIXTEENTH ANNUAL SCIENTIFIC MEETING
OF
THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF POLITICAL PSYCHOLOGY

«Exploring the Future of Human Dignity and Self-Esteem in Politics»
The Charles Hotel, Cambridge, MA, July 6-10, 1993

SELECTED HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE PRELIMINARY PROGRAM

ADRESSES
* «Right-Wing Authoritarianism» Bob Altemeyer

WORKSHOPS
* «Research Methods in the Study of Authoritarianism»
* «Millon’s Model in the Assessment of Political Personality»
* «Artificial Intelligence and Political Psychology: A workshop on Building and Using Expert-Knowledge-Based Software for Leadership Analysis»

SYMPOSIA
* «Ethnic Politics, Ethnopolitics, and Self-esteem in Politics»
* «The Role of Emotion in Politics»
* «Democracy and The Environmental Crisis: Citizens, Leaders and Effectiveness»
* «The Future of Feminisms; Conflicting Assumptions Behind Feminist Theories»
* «National Self-Images and Self-Esteem»
* «The Cognitive Representation of the Countries of the European Community» (ISPP's First Spanish Language Panel)
* «South Africa from the Point of View of Its Psychologists»
* «Dominant and Alternative Media Systems Under Totalitarian Regimes»
* «The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Are Taking Over the World: Just Fun or Political Indoctrination?»
* «German Violence Against Foreigners»
* «Towards Sustainable Peace in the Balkans: Introducing Conflict Resolution Approaches»
ROUNDTABLES

* «The Authoritarian Personality Today»
* «Psychological Traps in Transition to Democracy»
* «When Illness Strikes the Leader: Dilemmas and Proposals»
* «Six Months Into the Clinton Presidency: Analysis and Assessment»
* «Creating the Basis for a Party System in Eastern Europe»
* «Leadership: Mobilization of Human Resources and Dignity»

PARTICIPANTS

*a sampling from the early proposals
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